Sequence dependence of the B-A conformational transition of DNA.
We have studied, by conformational analysis, the sequence dependence of DNA conformational transition between B- and A-forms. We have considered intramolecular interactions between base pairs, without backbone, to examine their role in the conformational transition between B- and A-forms, and found that base pairs themselves usually have intrinsic conformational preferences for the B- or A-form. Calculation of all ten possible base steps shows that the base combinations, CC (or GG), GC, AT, and TA, have tendencies to assume the A-conformation. Results show that it is particularly easy to slide along the long axis of the base pair for these steps, with AT and CC showing especially flat energies. These calculations show that a preference for the B- or A-conformation depends on the electrostatic energy parameters, in particular, on dielectric and shielding constants; the A-conformation is preferred for low dielectric constant or low shielding. Both the A- and B-conformations are mainly stabilized by electrostatic interactions between favorably juxtaposed atomic charges on base pairs; however, the B-conformation generally has more favorable van der Waals interactions than the A-form. These sequence-dependent conformational preference and environmental effects agree roughly with experimental observations, suggesting that the origin of the conformational polymorphism is attributable to the intrinsic conformational preference of base pairs.